GROUP PACKAGES
Schedule anyone of these treatments and receive a free enhancement
to compliment your spa experience

You have a choice of an Eye & Lip Treatment or
Warm Hand Treatment when you schedule

Classic Sea Spa Facial

50 minutes $105
Perfect for all skin types, this introductory facial will cleanse, exfoliate and hydrate skin for a look that is healthy and renewed.

Deep Pore Cleansing Facial

50 minutes $115
Deep pore cleansing facial is designed to combat oily and congested skin without over drying. Extractions are the main focus of this facial.

Soothing Facial

50 minutes $120
This calming treatment will provide serious relief for sensitized skin. It calms, soothes and replenishes the most aggravated,
irritated and inflamed skin.

Hydrating Facial

50 minutes $130
Suitable for all skin types, this treatment corrects the hydration levels of dehydrated skin and deeply replenishes,
leaving your skin moisturized and bright.

SkinCeuticals Vitamin C Anti-Aging Facial

50 minutes $130
Ideal for aging and/or environmentally damaged skin types. The use of SkinCeuticals Vitamin C products
will help leave a healthier and firmer appearance to the skin.

You have a choice of a Foot Scrub or
Scalp Massage Enhancement when you schedule
Classic

50 minutes $105
A full body massage using light to medium pressure to aide in the promotion of relaxation.

Deep

50 minutes $130
A full body massage using firm pressure to target muscle tension and discomfort.

Sea Spa Stretch

50 minutes $110
Do you need to reduce stiffness, increase and maintain range of motion? Want to feel lighter and move easier?
Try our newest massage, the Sea Spa Stretch. Add the 30 minute add on to any massage we offer
or schedule the 50 minute treatment that includes stretching with classic Swedish techniques.

Prenatal

50 minute $115
A gentle and therapeutic touch aiming to increase circulation, reduce tension and promote relaxation.
Also designed to alleviate backaches, leg cramps and swelling.
MUST be in 2nd to 3rd Trimester.

Receive an Aromatherapy Hand Massage when you schedule
Manicure

25 minutes $30
Your nails are spruced, cuticles are tailored, a hand to elbow massage;
finish up with the polish of your choice.

Receive a Hydrating Foot Mask when you schedule
Pedicure

50 minutes $60
Your feet will be renewed; this service includes grooming, exfoliation, and a lower leg massage.
Finish with the polish of your choice.

Add on to any Manicure and/or Pedicure:
French $7
add 15 minutes to service
Shellac Polish $20
add 15 minutes to service
Shellac Removal $10
add 30 minutes to service

Complete your spa experience with a Sea Spa Gift Bag

